LEONARD BYRD TO SPEAK TODAY ON ARCTIC FLIGHTING

Noted Explorer, Commander Of Northern Expedition, Will Give Talk

Trip, Give Talk

SHOW MOTION PICTURES

Expedition Encountered Difficulties During Trip, base at Etah

Flying conditions in the Arctic and adventures and difficulties encountered during the expedition of test Summer will be dic-

ussed by Lieutenant Commander of the Ross

Institute located in Washington and the

Headquarters, according to a report received this afternoon at four o'clock.

Motion pictures taken from the Ross Institute, showing the

discovery of the Ross Institute and the

daylight, on August 1. Here
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The main hall in Walker has been
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The marks were very different during their twenty days in the Arctic, and obtained apparently more than a couple of hours sleep a day, according to a statement made by Major Smith, after the expedition


AERONAUTICS FOR T. E. N. HAS BEEN PROPOSED
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aircraft engine to the air current engine,

The motor and the air screw
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It consists of a cylinder,
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Boys' team gains over girls with 26-11 score
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Tufts and Brown Defeat Engineers In Hard Games

Tufts Overcomes Early Institute Lead On Friday

Cardinal and Grey Sports In Finals But Fail To Win

Tech Weak On Fouls

BRUNSWICK WIN FROM ENGINEERS BY TWO POINTS SATURDAY
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tracks before the boats take to the
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CHRISTMAS CONCERT DRAWS BIG CROWD

Dance Until Two O’Clock—Glück College of Technicians Well Received

Offering a presentation of specially prepared material, with a typical program of the most appropriate psychological effect, the School of Sacred Music Christmas concert was attended by a large crowd in the Wayside Hall last Friday. Starting somewhat from the usual, the concert had an air of the unusual, which was in turn most effective.

The audience was particularly pleased by the work of the Glee Club and the Phoenix Quartet, judging by the girls’ comments, which indicated that they had been thoroughly pleased by the program. Almost allayed Mangnus ‘24 were not the only ones who were thoroughly pleased by the program. "It’s the first time I’ve ever heard a concert," said one of the girls. "I was so pleased by the work of the Glee Club that I wanted to sing with them myself."

The setting was quite the right kind, a somewhat less symmetrical one than one would have expected, and the rhyming of the program was a welcome change. The program included the usual works of the Glee Club, but the emphasis was on spiritual music. The choir selection was chosen from a variety of sources, including spirituals, hymns, and sacred music. The program was well received by the audience, who responded enthusiastically to the chorale’s singing and the harmonies of the Glee Club.

T. C. A. DELEGATE AT EVANSTON GATHERING

Conference Called to Discuss Church Policies

J. H. Wilts, ‘24, has been appointed to serve on the national committee of the Student Christian Movement in New York City. The conference was held at Evanston, Illinois, December 29 to January 2. Wilts will also represent the Student Christian Movement of Greater Boston.

The purpose of the conference is to consider the policies and plans of the movement. The national committee has been working on this project for some time, and Wilts has been chosen to represent the movement’s interests.

MUSICAL CLUBS CHRISTMAS CONCERT WAS MARRIED TO DANCE UNTIL TWO O’CLOCK

Professor Leon B. Richardson of the School of Sacred Music held forth to the benefit of the Glee Club during the Christmas vacation. Appointment of the Glee Club to the benefit program was made by the board of directors of the school.

FRESHMAN RIFLE TEAM HAS BEEN MADE LEAVING RED-WALL FOR ROUSS'VEE. College, Lowell, Girard, Tarbox, Lane, Harding, Jorporian, Prince '76, Izzy ZarIakov played for a short while in the Tech gym with Scott in front of his own cage. The latter made three very pretty stops in the second period and lie tried to put it at the right side of the ledger. The former made it easy for the winners. Captain Cummins was in charge of the Tech game and was prepared independent of church authority.

The other teams have been playing for some time now, but the Tech game is the first that has been played in the way of an official game.

Several student commissions who are turned toward higher education were active in the game, raising to our already oversubscribed universities.

T. PRINCE ’28 DIES AT HOME IN DENVER

Was Prominent Public Works Engineer For 50 Years

G. O. Prince ‘28, prominent public works engineer, died at his home in Denver. He graduated from the School of Public Works in 1925 and has been active in the field of public works ever since.

Prince was born in 1876 and began his career in public works in 1905. He served as chief engineer of the Denver Water Department from 1905 to 1915 and as superintendent of the Chicago Board of Water Works from 1915 to 1925. He was also a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Prince was a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers and served as its president in 1921. He was also a member of the American Water Works Association and the American Public Works Association.

When the third act has come to an end— and the curtain is rung down amidst whirling applause—when you mingle outside with the excited throngs in the lobby— have a Camel!

When the thrilling second act has come to an end. And you join the crowds outside just as pleased and thrilled as yourself—have a Camel!

For no other friend is so cheerful, so entertaining, so gallant as a Camel. And for no other cigarette is so pleasant to the taste—a Camel!

The second act is as thrilling as the first. And the curtain is rung down amidst a sea of happy faces,When you mingle outside with the excited throngs in the lobby— have a Camel!

Into the making of this one cigarette goes all of the ability of the world’s largest organization of expert tobacco men. Nothing is too good, too rare to put into a Camel. Nothing is too much, too many to use in a Camel. One Camel is the overwhelming choice of experienced smokers.